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ABSTRACT 

Isomorphisms of automorphism groups of reduced torsion abelian p-groups 

have recently been classified by W. Liebert [L1] and [L2] for p t= 2. The primary 

objective of this study is to investigate the isomorphisms of automorphism groups 

of reduced mixed modules M and N of torsion-free ranks < 00 over a complete 

discrete valuation ring with totally projective torsion submodules t(M) and teN) 

respectively. For modules over ~p, p t= 2, we show that if AutM and AutN 

are isomorphic and the quotient modules M/t(M) and N /t(N) are divisible, then 

M~N. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1960, H. Leptin showed in [L] that for prime number p ~ 5, two Abelian 

p-groups with isomorphic automorphism groups are isomorphic. In 1972, K. 

Faltings [F] investigated the relationship between isomorphisms of automorphism 

groups and the projectivities of the subgroup lattices of reduced Abelian p-groups. 

In particular, he reproved H. Leptin's theorem. W. Liebert [L2] in 1987 extended 

the results of H. Leptin to the case p = 3 by showing that if G and G' are un

bounded reduced Abelian p-groups with p -:f 2 and <I> : AutG -t AutG' is a group 

isomorphism, then G ~ G'. Recently in 1989 [L1] he described explicitly all possi

ble isomorphisms between AutG and AutG' in the case p ~ 3. The results showed 

that the most general isomorphisms AutG ~ AutG' differ from the induced ones 

by singular automorphisms of AutG. He used some relevant results from K. Falt

ings to prove the case p = 3. His approach in [L2] involved the crucial use of 

transvections, showing that <I> always preserves transvections and acts uniformly 

on all stabilizers of lines and hyperplanes. The two cases of uniform action are 

referred to as isotone and antitone isomorphisms. 

In this thesis we discuss reduced mixed modules M and N of finite torsion

free ranks over a complete discrete valuation ring R with torsion submodules t(M) 

and teN), respectively, and <I> is a fixed but arbitrary isomorphism of AutM onto 

AutN. The focus however, will be on M and N with t(M) and teN) totally projec

tive and M/t(M) and N/t(N) divisible. Our approach in Chapter II and in most 

of Chapter III follows closely that of W. Liebert. But since our setting is different 

from his, it will be necessary to show that the general results on transvections and 

stabilizers of lines and hyperplanes of p-groups hold for the modules under our 

consideration. Under the hypothesis above, and if R = 71,P' P -:f 2, then M and N 

are isomorphic and <I> is an isotone isomorphism. 
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In Chapter I we discuss the special case when M and N are modules that lie 

between a totally projective common torsion submodule T and its co torsion hull 

Te, such that AutM = AutN when automorphisms are extended to the cotorsion 

hull. We prove the important Theorem 0 that M = N under these conditions. We 

assume first that M f= N, then produce a direct summand W2 of T of same length 

as T, satisfying W2 • n(y} = 0, where y is a torsion-free element of N, y rf. M. 

This, together with an appropriately constructed nilpotent element in EndTe
, the 

endomorphism ring of T-, enable us to produce an automorphism a E AutM such 

that a rf. AutN. 

In Chapter II we discuss involutions and transvections. The object is to 

revise and augment W. Liebert's work in order to apply in the mixed module 

case. For example, it is shown in Lemma 2.3 that the set of extremal involutions 

in AutM is equal to the set of extremal involutions in AutT. The hypothesis 

that MIT is divisible is indispensable in our proof of Lemma 2.8 which establishes 

a relationship between an extremal involution (7 E AutM and the number of 

involutions in z( c( (7,7")) for 7" E AutM such that (77" = 7"(7. To be able to make 

a connection between order in modules and order in automorphism groups, we 

now assume that R is the special discrete valuation ring ip, P f= 2, then establish 

that transvections and extremal triples in AutM are the same as those in AutT. 

The critical result in this chapter is Corollary 2.20, which shows that <P preserves 

extremal triples, t-triples, transvections and primitive transvections. 

In Chapter III we continue extending W. Liebert's work to mixed modules 

by considering the relationship between the stabilizers of lines and hyperplanes 

in AutM and AutN. In the isotone case we have a natural isomorphism of t(M) 

and teN) which enables us to imbed them into a common cotorsion hull. Applying 

Theorem 0, we will be able to prove the following 
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Theorem. Let M and N be reduced modules of torsion-free ranks < 00 

over Zp, with p i= 2, t(M) totally projective and such that M/t(M) and N/t(N) 

are divisible. If <I> is an isomorphism of AutM onto AutN, then there exists a 

singular automorphism r : AutM ~ AutM and an isomorphism f: M ~ N such 

that <I> = r 0 At, where At is induced by f. 

The statement of the theorem does not require the anti tone case since under 

the hypothesis it will be shown that the anti tone case cannot occur. 

In discussing the antitone case, we note that the adjoint group which W. 

Liebert uses in the torsion case does not suitably generalize to mixed modules. 

Nevertheless, we are able to show that t(M) and t(N) are isomorphic torsion

compact groups. 

Theorem. Let M and N be reduced modules over Zp with M/t(M) and 

N/t(N) divisible and p i= 2. If <I> : AutM ~ AutN is an antitone isomorphism, 

then t(M) and t(N) are isomorphic torsion-compact groups. 

As an application of our results to endomorphism algebras, we have the 

following 

Corollary. Let M and N be modules of torsion-free ranks < 00 over 

Zp with p i= 2, M reduced, M/t(M) totally projective and such that M/t(M) is 

divisible. If EndM ~ EndN, then M and N are isomorphic. 
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CHAPTER I 

We will consider modules over a discrete valuation ring R (ultimately the 

p-adic integers) and we let p be a fixed prime element. Module will always mean 

R-module. 

Theorem o. Let M and N be reduced modules of finite torsion-free ranks 

over a complete discrete valuation ring. Assume that they have the same totally 

projective torsion T, that M and N are embedded in the cotorsion hull of T, that 

the quotient modules MIT and NIT are divisible, and that AutM = AlliN (when 

automorphisms are extended to the cotorsion hull). Then M = N. 

The rest of the chapter will be devoted to proving Theorem 0 and here is an 

outline of the strategy. We assume that M =1= N, so there is a torsion-free element 

y of N, such that y tJ. M. We will show that there exists a E AutM but a tJ. AutN. 

This will contradict the assumption that M i= N. In order to achieve this, we will 

produce a direct summand T2 of T and a nilpotent element (3 in the endomorphism 

ring of Te (EndT e
) satisfying x(3 = 0 for elements in a torsion-free basis of ivI, 

T(3 ~ T 2 , T 2 (3 = 0 and y(3 tJ. N, where T e = Ext(R(pOO), T) is the cotorsion hull 

of T. It will then follow that (32 = 0, a = 1 + (3 E AutM but a tJ. AuiN. 

Definition. Let a denote an ordinal. A reduced primary module A is said 

to be totally projective if prr Ext(Alprr A, C) = 0 for all ordinals a and modules C. 

Definition. Let W be a module and YEW. With y we associate tlw 

increasing sequence H(y) = (h*(y), h*(py), h*(p2y), ... , h*(pTly), h*(pn+1 y), ... ) of 

ordinals and symbol 00. Here h* denotes the generalized height at the prime ]J; 

i.e., h*(pky) = a whenever pky E prrw \ prr+l W, while we set h*(O) = 00. Vle 

shall call H(y) the indicator or height sequence of y. 
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Definition. Let W be a module and y an element of W. If h*(piy) + 1 < 

h*(pi+ly), then we will say that the indicator of y has a gap at h*(piy). 

Definition. Let VV be a reduced module. For an ordinal a, the a til Ulm

Kaplansky invariant of W is the cardinal number 

where pO'W[P] denotes {x E pO'Wlpx = a}. 

Definition. Let 9 be a function from the ordinals to the cardinals, T a 

given ordinal. We say g is T admissible if 

(1) T = sup{a + 1Ig(a) 1= o} 

(2) L:p~O'+wg(p):S; L:n<wg(a + n) for a with a +w < T. 

Theorem 1.0. [F1; Thm. 83.6] Let 9 be a function from the ordinals 

a < T [ where T is a given ordinal ] to the cardinals. There exists a totally 

projective primary module A of length T (l( A) = T) such that f 0' (.4) = g( a) for 

all a < T exactly if 9 is a T admissible function. 

Theorem 1.1.[F1; Thm. 83.3 and 83.5] Two totally projective reduced 

primary modules are isomorphic if and only if their corresponding Ulm-Kaplansky 

invariants are equal. 

Theorem 1.2. [W2; Thm. 1.13] Let M and N be modules, S a nice s11b

module of M such that MIS is totally projective and f : S ~ N a homomorphism 

such that for all ordinals a, f(S npO' M) ~ pO' N. Then f extends to a homomor

phism of Minto N. 
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Lemma 1.3. [K; Lemma 22 J Let M be a reduced primary module, {nd 

the height sequence of an element x in M, and assume that there is a gap at. G'n' 

Then the G'~h UIm invariant of M is nonzero. 

Definition. Given an element x in a module M, we refer to an ordinal a~. 

as a "bad a" corresponding to a gap in the height sequence of x if there is a gap 

at ak = h*(pkx). 

Lemma 1.4. Let W be a reduced module over a discrete valuation ring R 

with totally projective torsion T of length T such that T ~ W ~ T· and WIT is 

divisible. Suppose that y is a torsion-free element of W. Then there exists a direct. 

summand W2 of T of length T such that W; n(y) = o. 

Proof. Let TO be the largest limit ordinal :::; To Define g(a) = ff1(T). TheIl 9 

is T admissible by Thm. 1.0. We want to construct TO and T admissible functions 

gl and g2, respectively, such that gl + g2 = g. The admissibility will clearly 

hold once the conditions (1) and (2) below are satisfied because 9 is nlrcCldy T 

admissible. We set gz = 0 at infinitely many bad a's corresponding t.o the gnps 

in the height sequence of y. This, together with condition (3) and Lemma 1.3, 

will guarantee the existence of Wz of length T which satisfies W2• n(y) = 0 and 

f<T(W2) = g2(a) for all a < To The three conditions are: 

(1) I:n<wg1(a+n) and I:n<wg2(a+n) ;::: I:P~<T+wg(p) for all a wit.h 

a +w:::; TO' 

(3) gz should be zero at infinitely many of the countable set of' bad a's. 
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Since L[u+n,u+w) 9 is a decreasing function of n, there exists an inte

ger no such that L[u+n,u+w) 9 stabilizes to L[u+no,u+w) g. By the admissibility 

of 9 , the condition (1) will be satisfied if one constructs g1 and g2 such that 

L[u+no,u+w) gj = L[u+no,u+w) g, i = 1,2. The construction will proceed on inter

vals [a, a + w), where a is a limit ordinal with a + w ::; T. We consider two cases 

for such an interval. 

a+no TO T 

Case I. There exist finitely many bad a's in the interval [a,a +w). 

We move no past the bad a's then we divide the remaining VIm invariants 

in the interval [a + no, a + w) between g1 and g2 evenly ( so that the sums of values 

of g1 and g2 are the same as g). 

Case II. There exist infinitely many bad a~s in the interval [0:,0: + w). 

IfL9(aj) < L9(P) withp E [a+no,a+w), set g2(aj) = 0, gl(a;) = 9(a;), 

then divide the remaining Ulm invariants in the interval [0:. a + w) \ { bad a's} 

between gl and g2 evenly. 

If Lg(aj) = L9(P) with P E [a + no,a + w), then either L9(ail 

sup(g(aj)) or sup(g(aj)) < Lg(aj). 

(i) L g(ad = sup(g(aj)): We need a sequence ail < ai2 < ai:\ < 

...... of bad a~js such that Lg(aj) = sup(g(ajj))' If the sum is bigger than all 

g(aj)'s, we construct a subsequence of the a;'s such that g(aj)'s converp;e mono

tonically to the sum, then set g1 and g2 equal to 0 alternatingly at the terms of 

the subsequence, while the remaining interval is divided between 91 and 92 evenly. 
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In the case that the sum is equal to only finitely many 9 ( a if s, we move 

no foward past the corresponding finitely many a~s. Because of the stabilizat.ion 

at no and the fact that the sum is now bigger than all g(ads past no, we can 

construct a monotonically increasing sequence as above. 

If the sum is equal to infinite g( ai)' s, we alternate g1 and g2 between the 

corresponding infinite g( ai)' s and divide the remaining interval between gl and 92 

evenly. 

(ii) sup(g(ai)) < 2: g(ai) : It is known that 

'" g(ai) ::; sup(g(ai))~O = { (~o()) ~ sup 9 ai 
if sup(g(ai)) is finite 

if sup(g(ad) is not finite 

Thus, 2:9(ai)::; ~o. Therefore g(ai) is bounded, hence we must have 2::g(O"j) = 

~o. In this case we make gl and g2 equal to 0 alternatingly at nonzero g( 0" i)' 8. 

In the interval [a, a+no), we define gl(P) = g(p) and g2(p) = 0 for ordinals 

p E [a, a + no). Finally, in the interval (TO, TJ, we set gl = 0 and g2 = yea). 

From the construction above, it is clear that the conditions (1) anel (2) hold 

and that the condition (3) is also satisfied because there are infinitely many hac! 

a's, hence there exists an interval containing infinitely many of them (case II) or 

there exist infinitely many intervals each containing finitely many of t.hem (case 

I). 

We have thus constructed TO and T admissible functions gl and 92, respec

tively, such that gl + g2 = g, where 9 gives the Ulm-Kaplansky invariant.s for T. 

Applying Theorem 1.0, we obtain totally projective primary modules A. I ,.4 2 of 

lengths TO,T respectively so that fu(Ai) = gi (a) for i = 1,2, and f(1(A1 EBA2 ) = 

91 + 92 = 9 = fu(T). Applying Thm. 1.1, we get an isomorphism 'P of AI EB A2 
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onto T, decomposing it into T = (At)cp EB(A2)cp. Finally, from the construction, 

Ai has no elements of the same height sequence as any multiple of y. Therefore, cp 

an isomorphism implies that (Ai)cp also has no such elements, so (y) n (Ai)cp = O. 

Set W2 = (A2)cp and the lemma is proved. 

Lemma 1.5. Let W be a reduced module of finite torsion-free rank over 

a discrete valuation ring R with totally projective torsion T of length T s\lch that 

T ~ W ~ T· and WIT divisible. Then there exists a direct summand T2 of T of 

length T with T'; n W = T2 • 

Proof. Let A be the set of nonzero direct summands of T. Clearly A i- 0 

because TEA. We want to show that there exists T2 E A such that T'; n W = T2. 

Note first that rank(Te n W) = rank(W) is finite. Now suppose that 3A E A 

with rank(A· n W) = r > O. Then there exists a torsion-free basis element 

y E Ae nW. By Lemma 1.4, there exists a direct summand A2 of A such t.hat 

Ai n(y} = 0 and Ai n W ~ A· n W. Therefore rank(Ai n W) :::; r - 1. Continu

ing inductively we obtain a direct summand T2 of T such that rank(T'; n W) = 0, 

hence T'; nW = T2 • 

Lemma 1.6. [Mj Lemma 4J Let T be an unbounded totally projective 

torsion module, and let 0' be the smallest ordinal such that TIT is bounded. If 

T :::; 0', then the torsion-free rank of (Ter is at least 2No, except in the ease t.hat. 

T = (J' is a limit ordinal of cofinality greater than w, in which event (Te)IT is t.orsion. 

Corollary 1.7. Let M and N be reduced finite torsion-free rank mod\lles 

over a complete discrete valuation ring R with totally projective torsion T such 

that MIT and NIT are divisible and M and N are embedded in Te. Let y be a 

torsion-free element of N not in M and {Xl,X2,""X m } a torsion-free basis of M 
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Then there exists a summand T2 of T and a nonzero, torsion-free element z E T; 

such that h*(pky + (Xl, X2, ... , Xm , T2)) ~ h*(pk z) for all k ;::: O. 

Proof. Let W = M +N. Then by Lemma 1.5, there exists a direct summand 

T2 of T such that T; n(M + N) = T2. The exact sequence 0 ---t T2 ---t T ---t T) = 

T /T2 ---t 0 induces an exact sequence H om(I<, TI ) = 0 ---t T; ---t T· ---t Tt ---t 

O. Since (M + N) nT; = T2, we can embed (M + N)/T2 into Tt. But Tt 

reduced implies that (M + N)/'12 is reduced. Note that (Xl,X2, .... ,xm ,T2) is a 

finitely generated submodule of (M + N)/T2 , so it is a nice submodule, therefore 

(M + N)/ (Xl, X2, .... , Xm , T2) is reduced. Also, since pky + (Xl, X2, ... , X 711, T2 ) -:I 0, 

we have h*(pky + (Xl, X2, ... , Xm , T2)) ~ length of (M + N)/ (Xl, X2, ... , X m , T2 ) for 

all nonnegative integers k. 

Let sup h*(pky + (XI,X2, ... ,xm ,T2)) = f.L and a the smallest ordinal such 

that T2
u and hence TU are bounded. By the construction of T2, we have I(T2 ) = 

leT). So if (T2 ·)U is not torsion, then by Lemma 1.6 there exists a torsion-free 

element z E T2- such that f.L ~ h*(z). However, if (T2·)U is torsion, then a is a 

limi t ordinal of cofinali ty greater than w. Therefore pk y + (x I , X 2, ... , .r m , T'2) E 

((M +N)/(XI, X2, ... , Xm , T2)r V k for some r with r < a. But r + 1 < a, so there 

is a torsion-free element z E (T2 -r+l by Lemma 1.6. It follows that in both cases 

3z E T2• such that h*(pky + (XI,X2, ... ,xm ,T2)) ~ h*(pkz), k;::: O. 

Proof: Theorem O. 

Let (y,Xl,X2,.,X m )* = {x E M + Nlpk x E (y,Xl,X2,.,X m ) for some k} 

denote the purification of (y,XI,X2,.,X m ) in M +N. Then we have the following: 

(a) (y,XI,X2,,,,,X m )*/(XI,X2, ... x m ,T2) has totally projective torsion. To 

see this, observe that its torsion is reduced and is a count ably generated extension 
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of a totally projective torsion submodule T1 • Therefore by [Wj Thm. 1], it is 

totally projective. 

(b) A homomorphism of (y + (xt, X2,", Xm , T2)) into T2• which does not de

crease heights extends to a homomorphism of (y, xl, X2, ... , Xm)*/ (Xl, X2, ... , Xm, T2) 

into T; which does not decrease heights. This follows from (a), [Flj Lemma 83.5] 

and Thm. 1.2 because we are dealing with nice submodules of reduced totally 

projective rank one modules over complete discrete valuation ring. 

Define '1': (y + (Xl, X2, .... , Xm, T2)) --+ T; via y + (Xl, X2, .. '" '?;m, T2) ~ z 

[Corollary 1.7]. By (b), we see that 'I' extends to a homomorphism 'P. of 

(y, Xl, X2, ... , Xm)*/ (Xl, X2, ... , Xm, T2) into T;. If 71'* is the natural projection map 

of (y,Xt,X2,"",Xm)* onto (y,xI,X2,,,,,,X m) .. /(XI,X2, .... ,xm,T2), then the com

position map 71'*'1' .. is a homomorphism of the purification into Tr Therefore it. 

extends to a homomorphism (7I'*'P .. t of T· into T;. Now define (3 = (7I'.'P.t. 

Then (3 clearly satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) Xj(3 = 0 for 0 :::; i :::; m. 

(iv) (32 = o. 

Now we have a nilpotent element (3 E EndT·. Define a = 1 + (3 E AutT·. 

Then a E AutM since M(3 ~ T2 • However, y(3 = z is a nonzero torsion-free 

element in T; and T; nN ~ T; n (M + N) = T2 by Lemma 1.5. Therefore 

y(3 rt N, hence a rt AutN. This contradicts the assumption that AutM = AutN, 

hence we must have !:vI = N. 
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CHAPTER II 

Let M and N be reduced modules over R with unbounded torsions T and 

teN) respectively, such that their automorphism groups are isomorphic, M/T and 

N/t(N) are divisible and characteristic of R/pR f. 2. Let <P be an isomorphism 

of AutM onto AutN. We establish some results for later use which also hold for 

bounded torsions. 

INVOLUTIONS 

An automorphism a of M is called an involution if a 2 = 1. For each 

involution a of AutM we define its plus-space Mer + and its minus-space iVIer - by 

Mer + = {x E Mlxa = x} and Mer - = {x E Mlxa = -x} 

and refer to them as the spaces of a. We will now assume the above terminology 

and notation. 

Lemma 2.0. M = Mer + EBMer -. 

Proof. Let er E AutM be an involution. Since the characteristic of R/pR i= 
2, er is a difference of two idempotent elements ~ (er + 1) and ! (1 - er). But! (0' + 

l)Mn Her -l)M = 0, so M = Mer = ~(er + l)M EB t(er -l)M. Finally, observe 

that !(er + l)er = !(er2 + er) = !(1 + er) and !(er - l)er = !(er2 
- a) = !(1- a) = 

-~(a - 1). This compleies the proof. 

Lemma 2.1. Any decomposition M = MI EB!vh determines a uIlique 

involution er E AutM for which Mer + = M I, Mer - = M2 • 

Proof. Define er E AutM to be 1 on MI and -Ion M2 • Then er is an 

involution for which Mer + = MI and Mer - = M2 • If T is another automorphism 

with Mr + = MI and Mr - = M2 , then er = T. 
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Lemma 2.2. If u, T are involutions in AutM, then U = ±T if and only if 

aT = ±1 if and only if u and T have the same spaces. 

Proof. (a) U = ±T => UT = ±T2 = ±1 and aT = ±1 => OT2 = ±T = O. 

(b) Let UT = ±l. If (m}, m2) E Mrr + ffi Mrr - then (mI aT, m2GT) 

(mlT,-m2T) = (±ml,=t=m2)' If UT = 1 then (ml,m2) = (mIT,-m2T) => 

ml = m} T, -m2 = m2T => u, T have the same spaces. Also, if aT -1, 

then (-m},-m2) = (mlT,-m2T) => Mrr+=Mr- and Mrr - = l11r+. SO O,T 

have the same spaces again. Conversely, if they have the same spaces then 

Mrr + = Mr±, lvlrr - = Mr T => a = ±T. 

Definition. A direct summand S of M is called a line [resp. hyperplane] 

if S [resp. MIS] is cyclic. 

Definition. An involution U E AutM is said to be an extremal involution 

if the spaces of U are a line and a hyperplane. In this case we denote the line by 

L(o) and the hyperplane by H(a). 

Taking MIT divisible, we may assume that M is embedded as a submodule 

of T'" and AutM is embedded in AutT [F2j Lemma 58.4]. 

Lemma 2.3. The set of extremal involutions in AutM is equal to the set 

of extremal involutions in AutT. 

Proof. Let U be extremal involution in AutM, then M = L(a) ffiH(a) => 

T=L(a)ffi(TnH(a)) = L(u)ffiH(a) where H = HnT. Conversely, if a is 

an extremal involution in AutT, then T = Ll (a) ffi HI (a). Embedding Minto 

the co torsion hull TO we obtain M = Ll(a) ffi(M nHI(ar)· Since a p-xtends 

uniquely to UO in TO, we have LI (u) and HI (u r as the plus and minus spaces 
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of 0' •. Therefore we obtain the plus and minus spaces of 0'. in M as L1(0') and 

MnHt(O')·. 

Lemma 2.4. Let 0', a E AutM with 0' an involution. Then O'a = aO' if 

and only if lvIu + a = Moo + and Moo - a = Moo -. 

Proof. Let 0' be an involution of AutM. Then M = M; ffi M;. Assume 

that O'a = aO'. If x E M; then xaO' = (xO')a = xa. So xa E Md, hence 

M;a = M;. Also if x EM;, then xaO' = (xO')a = -xa. So xa E lH;;, 

hence M; a = M;. Conversely let x E M;. Then xa E M; a = M;, hence 

x(aO') = (xa)O' = xa = (xO')a = x(O'a). Similarly, if x EM;, then same 

argument shows that x( aO') = x( O'a). But 0' is an involution, so M = M; ffi M;;. 

Therefore we have x(O'a) = x(aO') Vx E M. 

Lemma 2.5. Let 0', r E AutM be involutions. Then O'r = rO' if and only 

if M = (Moo + nMr +) ffi(Mu + n Mr -) ffi(Mu - n Mr +) ffi(Mu -n Mr -). 

Proof. 0' an involution in AutM implies that M = M; ffi M;. Since 

r is an involution in AutM, it is also an involution in AutA!; anel AutM;; 

because IvI; = M;r and M; = M;r by Lemma 2.4. By Lemma 2.0, 

we have M; = (M;r)+ ffi(M;r)- and M; = (M;r)+ ffi(M;r)-. But 

(M:r)+ = M: nM;,I", (M:r)- = M: nM;, (M;r)+ = M; nM: and 

(M;r)- = M; nM;. Therefore we obtain the desired results. Conversely, 

O'r and rO' have the same effect on each of the four summands, hence O'r = ra on 

M. 

Lemma 2.6. Let 0'1,0'2 E AutM be extremal involutions with lines L 1 , L2 

and hyperplanes H I,H2, respectively. Suppose that 0'10'2 i= ±l. Then 0'10'2 = 

0'20'1 if and only if LI ~ H2 and L2 ~ HI. 
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Proof. If two lines [resp. hyperplanes] in M intersect in a line [resp. hyper

plane], then they must coincide. In this case, if ala2 = a2al, then ala2 = ±1, 

which is ruled out by the hypothesis. The assertion now follows immediately from 

Lemma 2.5 and the definition of extremality for involutions. 

Lemma 2.7. Let aI, a2, ... , an be extremal involutions in Aut/v! with 

aiaj = ajai # ±1 whenever i # j. Let Li = L(ai) and Hi = H(ad. Then M = 

Ll E9L2 E9 .... E9 L n E9 F with F = n~IHi. Moreover, Hi = (E9Ni Lj) E9 F for 

all i. 

Proof. The lemma trivially holds for n = 2. Assume that the lemma holds 

for n = k 2:: 2, then let n = k + 1. By Lemma 2.6, Lk+l ~ Hi and Li ~ Hk+! for 

all i ::; k. Since M = Lk+l E9 Hk+l and also M = Ll E9 L2 E9 ... E9 Lk EB n~=J Hi, 
k+l 

therefore M = Ll E9 L2 E9 ... E9 Lk E9 Lk+l E9 ni=1 Hi. 

Lemma 2.8. [L2; Lemma 1.5] An involution a in AutM is extremal if and 

only if the number of involutions in z( c( a, T)) (the centre of the centralizer of a 

and T) is at most 8 for every involution T in AutM with aT = Ta. 

Proof. Since a, T E AutM are commuting involutions, then M has a decom

position given by Lemma 2.5. But a is an extremal (indecomposable) involution, 

so one of M q + and M q - is a line L( a) and the other a hyperplane H (a). It follows 

that L( a) is contained in exactly one of M r + and M r -, hence the decomposi tion 

contains at most three nonzero summands so that the decomposition is now of the 

form M = L( a) E9 A E9 B. We may assume that A is not a line. Then since every 

involution in c( a, T) preserves the summands, define an involution E: by E: # ± 1 on 

A and c = 1 on L(a) E9 B. This gives the decomposition A = Ad E9 A" -. Since 

M is reduced and MIT is divisible, every summand of M must contain torsion 
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elements. We fix a line (I) of A~ + and define a E AutM by a = 1 + f3 where 

f3: Ao! + ~ Ao! - with 1f3 = I, I nonzero element of Ao! -. It is clear that a E c(o', r) 

but a€ i= €a, so € rt z(c(a,r)). Therefore, involutions in z(c(a,r)) must be ±l 

on each summand in the decomposition M = L(a) EB A EB B, hence there are at 

most 8 of them. 

Conversely, suppose neither of Mu + nor Mu - is a line. Since every sum

mand has torsion elements, we can find lines L1 and L2 and nonzero summands HI 

and H2 such that Mu + = LI EB H t and Mu - = L2 EB H2 • Let A = Ll EB L2 and 

H = HI EB H2 , then M = A EB H. Define an involution r E AutM by r = -1 on 

A, and r = Ion H. It is not difficult to show that aT = Ta on A and H, and hence 

on M. Since z(c(a, T)) has at most 8 involutions, at least one of the summands 

in the decomposition (Mu + nH) EB(Mu + nA) EB(Mu - nH) EB(Mu - nA) must 

be zero. However, this is not possible, so one of Mu + and Mu - must be a line 

and a is extremal. 

ASSUMPTION. If the prime element p is actually a prime number, then 

one has a connection between order in modules and order in automorphism gro1\pS. 

Therefore we assume R = 'E,p from here on. 

Let a be an extremal involution in AutM and M = L( a) EB H (a). Define 

the exponent e( a) to be pk if pk L( a) = 0 but pk-I L( a) i= O. By Lemma 2.4, an au

tomorphism a E c( a) if and only if a E AutL( a) and AutH( a). Therefore, c( a) ~ 

AutL(a) X AutH(a), which implies that z(c(a)) = z(AutL(O')) x z(AuiH(O')). It 

is well known [Fl; Thm. 115.1] that the center of the automorphism group of an 

Abelian p-group A with p i= 2 consists of multiplications by units in 7l,(Z}) if A 

has exponent pk. 
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Now let, E z(AutH(a» and suppose H(a) = (I) EBH. Then there exists 

an integer m relatively prime to the exponent of (1) such that If = mi. Similarly, 

suppose that (/') is another line of exponent at least that of (I), and that H( a) = 

(/) EB(1/) EBH' . Then there exists an integer m' such that /', = m'l'. Define 

a E AutH(a) by l'a = 1+[1 and a = 1 on (I) EBH' . SO l'a, = l'la implies that 

m ' = m mod exponent of (l). Since a basic submodule B of M is a sum of cyclic 

submodules, therefore, is a multiplication by a p-adic unit m on B. But T IB and 

MIT are divisible and M is reduced, it follows that, is a multiplication by a p-adic 

unit on H(a). Therefore, if IL(a)1 = pk, then z(AutL(a» ~ 'E,(p - 1) EB 'E,(pk-l) 

and z(AutH(a» ~ 'E,(p - 1) EB'E,p +, where 'E,p + is the additive group of the ring 

'E,p of p-adic integers [F1; example 2, p.318]. Since 'E,p + is torsion-free, we obt.ain 

e(a) = p.lt(z(c(a»)I/(p - 1)2. These observations together with Lemma 2.8 give 

the following results: 

Lemma 2.9. Let a E AutM be an extremal involution. Then aP is an 

extremal involution in AutN and e(aq» is equal to e(a). 

Proof. Let a be an extremal involution in AutM and r an involution 

in AutM with ar = ra. Then (aq»(rq» = (rq»(aq» and (z(c(a, r»)cI> = 

z( c( aq>, rq») in AutN has at most 8 involutions. By Lemma 2.8, it follows 

that aq> is extremal. Finally we see that since z( c( a» ~ z( c( aq»), then 

e(aq» = p.lt(z(c(aq»»I/(p - 1)2 = p.lt(z(c(a»)I/(p - 1)2 = e(a). 

If a E AutM is an involution f= ±1, then relative to the decomposition 

M = !vI rr - EB M rr +, the matrix of a has the form 

[-1 0] 
a = 0 1 . 
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Lemma 2.10. Let M = A EB B with lines A and B. Let a E AlltJ\!I be an 

involution different from ±1. If with respect to the given decomposition of M the 

matrix of a is triangular, then it has the form 

[
-1 a] [-1 0] a = ± 0 1 or ± (3 1 

Proof. See [L2; Lemma 1. 7]. 

TRANSVECTIONS 

Definition. An automorphism <p =f. 1 of M is called a transvection if there 

is a hyperplane H and a line B of M satisfying 

(i) B C;; H 

(ii) x<p = x for all x E H 

(ii) x<p - x E B for all x E M. 

We call H a hyperplane and B a line of a. It is readily seen that if H is C\ 

hyperplane and B a line of a transvection <p E AlltM, then there is a decomposition 

M = A EB B EB F such that A is a line of M and H = B EB F. We call it C\ 

decomposition of M associated with <po Observe that line and hyperplane of t.p arc 

not necessarily unique. If A = (a) then there exists b E B such that a<p = a + b 

and a<pk = a + kb Vk E ~. 

Lemma 2.11. Let M = A EB B EB F be a decomposition of M associated 

with the transvection <p E AutM. Suppose A = (a), b E B such that alp = (l + b, 

then the orders of <p and b are equal. 
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Proof. Let o( cp) = m, then acpm = a + mb = a. Therefore o( b) divides o( ep). 

On the other hand, if o(b) = n, then acpn = a + nb = a. Since A = (a), it follows 

that a'cpn = a' Va' E A, therefore cpn is the identity on M and hence o(ep) = o(b). 

The above lenuna shows that transvections are p-elements in AutM. Col

lecting all transvections a in AutM with the same hyperplane H and the same 

line B, and adjoining the identity isomorphism, we obtain a cyclic group which is 

isomorphic to Hom(A,B) under a -+ 1 - a. Any generator of this group will be 

called a primitive transvection. 

For a typical transvection cp E AutM and a decomposition j\1 = 

A ffi B ffi F for it, then relative to this decomposition ep is represented by a mat.rix 

of the form 

[
1 (3 0] 

cp= 0 1 0 , 
o 0 1 

where (3 = 1 - cp E H om( A, B). With cp we can associate the triple of extremal 

involutions 

[

-1 

a = ~ 
o 

-1 
o ~] 

in AutM. The pairs (a, T) determine the decomposition of M associated with ep 

and cp itself is obtained as the product cp = aw, see [L2, §2]. 

Lemma 2.12. The set of all transvections in AutM is equal to the set of 

all transvections in AutT. 

Proof. Since M is embedded in TO, we get a decomposition T 

A ffiB ffi(FnT) associated with a,W,T as given above. The result follows. 

Definition. An extremal triple in AutM is a triple (a,w,T) of extremal 

involutions satisfying: 
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(1) ar = ra 

(2) a i= ±r 

(3) w(ar) = (ar)w 

( 4) aw is a p-element 

Lemma 2.13. The set of all extremal triples in AutM is equal to the set 

of all extremal triples in AutT. 

Proof. Let (a,w,r) be an extremal triple in AutM, then by the properties 

(1) and (2) of the definition it follows that a and r satisfy the conditions of 

Lemma 2.7. Therefore there is a decomposition M = A EB B EB F determined 

by (a, r) which then gives the decomposition T = A EB B EB( F n T). Also, if 

T = A EB B EB F is determined by (a, r), then embedding in TO we obtain M = 

A ffi B ffi( F 6 n M). The result follows immediately because if a, w, T are extremal 

involutions in AutT, so they are also extremal involutions in Aut,M by Lemma 

2.3. 

Lemma 2.14. Let (a,w, T) be an extremal triple in AutA1. Then there is 

a decomposition M = A EB B ffi F such that; 

(1) A and B are lines of M 

(2) L(a) = A and H(a) = B EB F 

(3) L(T) = Band H(T) = AEBF 

( 4) (A EB B)w = A EB B 

(5) w = a on F. 
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Proof. (0', w, r) is an extremal triple in AutT with decomposition T = 

A E9 B E9 F t by Lemma 2.13, so the lemma holds with F replaced by F t and 

M by T [L2; Lemma 2.1J. Embedding Minto T e we obtain the decomposition 

M = A E9 B E9 F associated with the extremal triple (0', w, r) where F = Ft· n M. 

Given an extremal triple (a,w,r), the decomposition in Lemma 2.14 is 

unique. We shall refer to it as the decomposition for (a,w,r). Relative to it the 

matrix representations of 0', wand r take the form 

0' = [-; ~ ~ 1 ' w = [~ ~ ~ 1 r = ± [~ 
DOc: DOc: 0 

with c: = ±1. 

o 
-c: 
o 

Definition. We say that two extremal involutions 0', w E A utilI share a 

space if either L(a) = L(w) or H(a) = H(w). 

Lemma 2.15. Let (a,w,r) be an extremal triple in AutM. Then 0' and w 

share a space if and only if w is represented by a triangular matrix relative to the 

decomposition of M for (a,w,r). 

Proof. The Lemma is obvious from the decomposition in Lemma 2.14. 

Definition. We say that an extremal triple (O',w,r) in AutM is at-triple, 

if 0' and w share a space. 

Lemma 2.16. In AutM we have the following: 

(1) If r.p is a transvection, then there is at-triple (0', w, r) such that r.p = aw 

(2) If (0', w, r) is a t-triple, then O'W is a transvection. 
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Proof. (1) This is obvious from the discussion preceding Lemma 2.12, and 

Lemma 2.15. 

(2) This follows immediately from Lemma 2.14. 

Lemma 2.17. Let (a,w, T) be an extremal triple in AutM and j\1 = 

A EB B EB F the corresponding decomposition. Let 

[

et /3 0 1 w= , 8 0 
o 0 ±1 

and m = max (0(/3), ob)). Then o( aw) :::; m. 

Proof. Let (a,w,T) be an extremal triple in AutT, T = AEBBEB(FnT) 

the corresponding decomposition, and m, w as above. Application of [L2, 2.5] 

gives o( aw) :::; m. 

Definition. If S is a subset of AutM, then S# denotes the set of all 

extremal involutions in the centralizer of S. 

Lemma 2.18. Let M = A EB B EB F with lines A and B. Consider elements 

in AutM of the form 

[

-1 /3' 
W2 = ± 0 1 

o 0 

with /3,/3'",,' =1= o. Then 

(1) (a,wt)# ~ (a,w2)# if and only if 0(/3') :::; 0(/3); 
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(2) (a,w3)# ~ (a,w4)# if and only if o(-y') :.::; o(-y); 

(3) (a, w) is a proper subset of both (a, WI)# and (a, W3)#; 

(4) (a,wt)# and (a,w3)# are uncomparable with respect to set inclusion. 

Proof. AutM ~ AutT ~ S ~ AutT. Since T = A EB B EB(F n T), S# in 

AutM is equal to S# in AutT by Lemma 2.3. The desired result is obtained by 

applying [L2,2.6]. 

Theorem 2.19. Let (a,w, r) be an extremal triple in AutlvI. Then the 

following are equivalent. 

(i) (a, w, T) is at-triple. 

(ii) If (a, n, r) is an extremal triple in AutM satisfying o( aw) = o( an) llnd 

(a,w)# ~ (a,n)#, then (a,w)# = (a,n)#. 

Proof. This is an immediate application of [L2,2.7] noting that t-triplc in 

AutM is t-triple in AutT, and also that extremal triples and S# in AutM and 

AutT are the same. 

Corollary 2.20. Let <I> be an isomorphism of AutM onto A1ltN. Then <I> 

preserves extremal triples, t-triples, transvections and primitive transvections. 

Proof. (i) <I> preserves extremal triples: If (a,w, r) is extremal triple, then 

a, w, r are extremal involutions, therefore a<I>, w<I>, r<I> are extremal involutions by 

Lemma 2.9. Furthermore, ar = ra, a i= ±r, w( ar) = (aT)w and aw is a p-element 

imply that (a<I»(r<I» = (r<I»(a<I», a<I> i= ±r<I>, w<I>«a<I»(r<I») = «a<I»(r<I»)w<I> 

and (a<I»( w<I» is a p-element. Therefore extremal triples are preserved. 
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(ii) <.P preserves t-triples: First, observe that t-triples are extremal triples, 

therefore by (i), (u<.P,w<.P, r<.P) = (u,w, r)<.p is extremal triple in AutN. Now 

we need to show that (u<.P,w<.P,r<.p) is a t-triple by applying Theorem 2.19(ii) 

and group properties. Let (u<.P, w', r<.P) be an extremal triple in AutN satisfy

ing o(u<.pw<.p) = o(u<.Pw') and (u<.P,w<.P)# ~ (u<.P,w')# with w' E AutN. There

fore (u<.P,w',r<'p)<'p-1 = (u,w'<'p-l,r) is an extremal triple in AutM, o(uw) = 

o(uw'<'p- l ) and (u,w)# ~ (u,w'<'p- l )#. But (u,w,r) is a t-triple, therefore 

by Lemma 2.19 we have (u,w)# = (u,w'<'p- l )#. So in AutN we must have 

(u<.P,w<.P)# = (u<.P,w')#. Applying Lemma 2.19 again, we see reaclly that 

(u<.P,w<.P,r<.p) is at-triple 

(iii) <.P preserves transvections: Let cp be a transvection. Then by Lemma 

2.16, there exists at-triple (u,w, r) such that cp = uw. Therefore cp<I> = u<I>w<I>. 

Since (u<.P,w<.P, r<.P) is a t-triple by (ii), then by Lemma 2.16 again, cp<I> = a<I>L<-'<I> is 

a trasvection. 

(iv) <.P preserves primitive transvections: Since a transvection cp E A.utA1 is 

primitive if and only if there is no transvection 1/J E AutM such that cp = 1/,1), the 

result is immediate because <.P is an isomorphism and (iii) above. 
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CHAPTER III 

STABILIZERS OF LINES AND HYPERPLANES 

Definition. Let S be a submodule of M. The stabilizer of S, denoted by 

StabS, is the subgroup of all elements in AutM that induce the identity bot.h on 

S and MIS. 

If M = S EB W, then StabS ~ H om(W, S) under 0' --+ 0' - 1. The elements 

of StabS are the lower unitriangular matrices 

with ~ E H om(W, S), while StabW consists of the upper unitriangular matrices 

with 7J E H om(S, W). Here we only discuss the stabilizers of lines and hyperplanes 

of reduced modules M with torsion T embedded in Te and MIT divisible. We wish 

to show that they are generated by transvections. 

Lemma 3.0. If S is a hyperplane [resp. line) of M, then StabS as a. 

subgroup of AutM is Stab(S n T) as a subgroup of AutT. 

Proof. Let S be a hyperplane of M, 0' E StabS ~ AutM, M = (t) EB S ;2 

T = (t) EB(S n T), then to' E T :::} 0' E Stab(S n T). If S is a line of M, t.hen 

M = SEBF;2 T = SEB(FnT). Therefore 0' E StabS and MIS ~ F;2 (FnT) 

imply that 0' induces identity map on F nT, hence 0' E Stab( S n T). 

Now let 0' E Stab(S n T) ~ AutT and M = S EB F. Suppose S is a 

hyperplane, then T = (SnT) EBF. It is clear that we can get a map in AutM 
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which is identity on Sand P -+ S n T ~ S whose restriction to T is a. However, 

if S is a line of M, then T = SEB(pnT) and Fa· ~ S· = S, so a extends t,o a 

map in StabS where 0:. is an automorphism of T· which restricts to a in T. 

From now on we assume that the ring R is i p • This allows us to use results 

from chapter II. 

Lemma 3.1. Let C be the set of all lines of M. Then M[pk] = L L[zi] for 

every k ~ 1, where the sum is taken over all L E C. 

Proof. Since M[Pk] = T[Pk] ~ T, then the lines of M and the lines of Tare 

the same. So M[Pk] = L: L[Pk] by [L2,3.1]. 

Lemma 3.2. If S is a hyperplane [resp. line] of M, Then StabS is the 

subgroup of AutM generated by all transvections having S as a hyperplane [res!>. 

line]. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.0, StabS = Stab(S n T) which is the subgroup of AlI.tT 

generated by all transvections having S n T as a hyperplane [resp. line]. Now 

apply [L2; Lemma 3.3J, Lemmas 2.12 and 2.16 to obtain the desired results. 

Lemma 3.3 Let M' be a submodule of a reduced module M wi t.il torsi 011 

T such that M/T is divisible and [M : M'J is finite. Then M' contains a direct 

summand Mil such that [M : M"J is finite. 

Proof. Let [M : M'J = pk and denote the torsion of Nf' by T'. Then 

[T : T'] ::; pk. By [L2; Lemma 3.2J, T' contains a direct summand Til of T SlIch 

that [T : Til] is finite. Let T = Til EB pll for appropriate finite submodllle F" 

of T. Define a projection map a : T I-t Til, thus T"(1 - 0:) = O. Embedding Ivl 

in T·, 0: then extends to a projection 0:. on T· (which we restrict to M), hence 
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M = F" EB(J( er(l - a e
) n M). The assertion will be proved once we show that 

(J(er(l- a·)nM ~ M'. Let m E (J(er(l- ae)nM). Since MIT is divisible, 

3 ml E M, t E T" and f E F" such that 

(1) 

Observing that T"e IT" is also divisible and m E ker(l - a e) = Til., we have 

(2) 

Therefore, pk(ml - t e
) = (tl - t) - f, hence (ml - t e

) E T. Let ml = t e + (/,/ + Of 

where at E T" and af E F", thus m = pk(t· + at + af) + t + f = pkt· + i1 by (1) 

and (2). Therefore f = _pkaf EM', and m = pkml + t + f EM'. 

Lemma 3.4. Let a be an extremal involution in AutM and M = L EB H 

with L = L(a) and H = H(a). Let N = L' EBH' with L' = L'(a<I» cl11d HI = 

H' (a<I». Then either <I> maps StabH onto StabH' and SiabL onto SiabL', or else 

<I> maps StabH onto StabL' and StabL onto StabH'. 

Proof. For any a E AutM, write a' = a<I>. Define Tf/ = { transveetiolls 

in AutM with hyperplane H }, TL = { transvections in AutN! with line L } and 

T = Tf/ UTL . Similarly, we define TH" Tu and T', thus we have the following: 

This is because if a E TH nTL , then a = 1 on H and L, and consequently 

on M. Similar results are obtained for Tw n Tu. But a = 1 is not n transvcction 

by definition, so the claim is true. 

(ii) The transvections in T and T' correspond exactly to the t.-t.riples of the 

form (a,w,r) and (al,w',r') in AutM and AutN respectively. 
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To see tIns, let ({J E 7. By Lemma 2.16(1), there is at-triple (a,w, T) 

such that ({J = aw. Also, if (a, w, T) is a t-triple, then aw is a transvection by 

Lemma 2.16(2). Since for the decomposition M = LED H, a is fixed (a is 1 on 

one summand and -Ion the other), the transvections in 7 correspond exactly to 

the t-triples (a,w,T) in AutM. We obtain the same results for transvections in 

7'. 

(iii) Let ({Jl, ({J2 E TH with lines L1, L2 , respectively. Then there exists a line 

L3 of H with H = Ll ED L3 ED F = L2 ED L3 ED 1< for some suitable sllbmodllics 

F, K of H. 

Let H = Ll ED HI = L2 ED H2. Since [M : HI n H2] is finite, by Lcmma 3.3 

there exists a direct summand H3 of M contained in HI n H2 such t.hat [M : H:d 
is finite. The existence of L3 is then obvious. The rest of the proof now follows 

from Lemma 3.0 and [L2; Thm. 3.4]. 

We let C[resp. 1i] denote the set of all lines [resp. hyperplanes] in M. \V() 

can partition C [resp. 1i] into C = U Ck [resp. 1i = U 1ik ] where t.hc uuioll is 

taken over all k E ~+ and Ck [resp. 1id is the set of all L E C [resp. H E 1i] 

with ILl = pk [resp. 1M/HI = pk]. Similarly C',C~,1i',1i'k are defilled for 1\. 

The isomorphism <I> induces a bijective map 7r : C U 1i -> C' U 1i' defined by 

X7r = X' if (StabX)<I> = StabX'. 

Proposition 3.5. Let <I> : AutM -> AutN be an isomorphism. Th()ll <II 

has exactly one of the following two properties. 

(1) <I> maps stabilizers of hyperplanes [resp. lines] in M onto stabilizers of 

hyperplanes [resp. lines] in N. 
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(2) <P maps stabilizers of hyperplanes [resp. lines] in M onto stabilizers of 

lines [resp. hyperplanes] in N. 

Proof. It is clear from Lemma 3.4 that <P induces a bijective map 'H U £ ~ 

'H' U C'. Let StabR- denote the set of StabR where R E R-. Since by Lemma 

3.2, stabilizers are generated by transvections, if a E Stab'Hk U Stab£k then 

pk = e( a) = e( a<p) by Lemma 2.9. But by Lemma 3.4, a<P E Stab'H' U StabC'. 

Therefore a<P E Stab'Hk' U StabCk '. So, Vk E ~+, <I> induces a bijection 

Stab'Hk U Stab£k ~ Stab'Hk' U StabCk '. The argument for the remaining part 

of the proof is similar to that given in [L2; Thm. 3.5]. 

Definition. An isomorphism <P : AutM ~ AutN is called isotone [rcsp. 

anti tone] in case it has property (1) [resp. (2)] of Proposition 3.5. 

Lemma 3.6. Let L E C and HE 'H with ILl = 1M/HI. Then t.he following 

statements are equivalent: 

(1) M = LE9H 

(2) StabL n StabH = 1 

Proof. The proof of [Ll, 1.3] works for mixed modules. 

Lemma 3.7. The mapping 7r : C U 'H ~ £' U 'H' derived from c1> has the 

following properties: 

(a) 7r is bijective. 
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(b) If <I> is isotone, then £7r = £' and H7r = H'. Moreover, £k7r = £% ancl 

Hk7r = H~ for all k E ~+. 

(c) If <I> is antitone, then £7r = H' and H7r = £'. Moreover, £k7r = H% and 

Hk7r = £k' for all k E ~+. 

(d) If M = LEaH with L E £ and H E H, then N = L7r Ea H7r. 

(e) If X E £UH and a E AutM, then (Xa)7r = (X7r)a<I>. 

Proof. (a), (b) and (c) are clear from Prop. 3.5; (d) IS an l111me

diate consequence of Lemma 3.6 together with (b) and (c)j and (c) follows 

from Stab((X7r)(a<I») = (a<I»-l(StabX7r)(a<I» (a<I»-I(StabX)<I>(a<I» = 

(a-1StabXa)<I> = (StabXa)<I> = Stab((Xa)7r). 

Lemma 3.8. The following properties of, E AutM are equivalent: 

(1) L, = L for all L E £. 

(2) There exists a p-adic unit r such that x, = TX for all x E kf. 

(3) , E zAutM (The center of AutM). 

Proof. , E AutM => ,IT E AutT, so for equivalences other than (3) => (2) 

the lemma holds by [L1,1.5] when " M are replaced by ,IT, T respectively. For 

the equivalence (3) => (2) observe that if, E zAutM, then there is a. p-aclic 11nit. 

T which works on a basic submodule of T. Therefore, , is multiplication by l' on 

all of M [see discussion preceding Lemma 2.9]. 

Lemma 3.9. Every transvection in AutM is a commutator in Auik!. 
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Proof. Let l' E AutM be a transvection. Then there is a decomposition 

M = (a) El1(b) El1 F with l' = 1 on (b) El1 F and aT = a + nb for some n E 71,. 

Define a E AutM by a = 1 on (a) El1 F and a = 2 on (b). It is not difficult to 

show that a-ITa = 1'2. Sincep f= 2, therefore l' = T- 1a-1Ta where aT- 1 = a-nil 

and ba-1 = 2-1 b. 

Definition. Let f : M -~ N be an isomorphism. Then the isomorphism 

AI : AutM -- AutN given by aA, = f- 1af for all a E AutM is called an 

induced isotone isomophlsm. 

Definition. An automorphism r of AutM is called a singular a11t.Olllor

phism if there is a homomorphism"., of AutM into its center such that a r = ((tI7)a 

for all a E AutM. In this situation we write r.,., for r. 

Recently W. Liebert proved for p-torsion groups G and G' that if <1> is an 

isotone isomorphism of AutG onto AutG', then A I and r.,., (as defined above) are 

also isotone. Furthermore, <P can be uniquely expressed in the form <I> = r 1/ 0 A f 

[L1,2.8; 2.9j. 

Under the setting of Theorem 0, we will show later, in this chapter that the 

antitone case can not occur. We start by considering the isotone casco 

ISOTONE CASE 

Let M = (a) El1 H with o(a) = pk. Select a' EN such that N = (a') El1 HIT. 

Having fixed a and a', <P induces an isomorphism W : H[pkj --; H IT[pk] as fol

lows. Let x E H[pkj. There is a unique Tx E SiabH with a(T" - 1) = :Z:. 

Let xW = a'(Tx<p - 1). It is readily seen that x ~ Tx is an isomorphism of 

H[Pk] --; StabH, Tx ~ Tx<P is an isomorphism of StabH --; StabH IT by Proposition 
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3.5, and Txtll I-t a'{Txtll -1) is an isomorphism of StabH ---+ H7I'[Pk]. Therefore IJI, 

being a product of three isomorphisms, is itself an isomorphism. In this situation 

we will call W = w{a,H,a',tll) the induced isomorphism of H[Pk] onto H7I'[pk]. 

Choosing a' E N more carefully, we obtain the following strong relation between 

wand 71'. 

Lemma 3.10. Let M = (a}ffiH with o{a) = pk. Choose a' E N sHch 

that (a}7I' = (a'). Let W = w{a,H,a',tll) be the induced isomorphism of H[Z}] 

onto H7I'[Pk]. If k ~ j ~ 0 and (pia + h) E C with h E H[Pk], then (pia + h)r. = 

(pia' + hw). 

Proof. See [Ll,2.3] replacing M by T. 

Lemma 3.11. Suppose that M possesses a line of order pk. Let, be an 

automorphism of M[Pk]. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) L, = L for all lines L E Ck. 

(2) There exists an integer Il such that x, = nx for all x E M[pk]. 

Proof. This is an immediate application of [Fj Theorem 1.10] on torsion T 

ofM. 

Lemma 3.12. Let M = (a) ffiH with o(a) = pk. Choose a' E N such 

that (a)7I' = (a'). Then there exists a unique isomorphism i.p of M[zi'] onto lV[pk] 

such that 

(1) ai.p = a'. 

(2) Li.p = L7I' for all lines L E Ck. 
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Proof. Apply [L1, 2.5J on T. 

Theorem 3.13. Let M and N be reduced modules over 'E.p with M/t(M) 

and N/t(N) divisible. Then there exists an isomorphism f of t(M) - t(N) such 

that Lf = Lrr for every line L E C. 

Proof. See the proof of [L1; Thm. 2.6J and observe that UM[PkJ = t(M) 
k 

and U N[pkJ = t(N), k E ~+. Note also that the maps CPk from M[PkJ onto N[pkJ 
k 

may have to be adjusted by a unit factor so that they fit together coherently. 

Lemma 3.14. The following properties of an automorphism ~ of AutM 

are equivalent: 

(1) 6. leaves invariant every transvection in AutM. 

(2) (StabL)6. = StabL for every line L E C. 

(3) 6. is a singular automorphism of AutM. 

Proof. Clearly (1) =? (2) since StabL is generated by all transvections hcw

ing L as a line [Lemma 3.2J. Assume validity of (2). Then ~ is isotone and as 

such induces a bijective map 6 : C _ C. By the hypothesis, 8 is the identity 

map because (Stab(a))6. = Stab(a) for all (a) E C. Applying Lemma. 3.7(e) 

we have La = (La)6 = (L6)a6. = L(a6.) for every line L E C and every 

a E AutM. Therefore L(a6.)a-1 = L. Now it follows from Lemma 3.8 that 

(a6.)a-1 E zAutM. Clearly the mapping 7J : (a~)a-l constitutes a. homomor

phism of AutM into its center, and now 6. = f'l. Thus (3) is a consequence of 

(2). 
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Suppose finally that Do is singular, say Do = r fl' Let r be a transvection in 

AutM. By Lemma 3.9, r belongs to the commutator subgroup of AutM. Since 

TJ maps AutM into its center, its kernel must contain the commutator subgroup 

of AutM. Hence rDo = (rTJ)r = 1r = r. Thus (1) is a consequence of (3). This 

completes the proof. 

We know that there exists an isomorphism 1 of t(M) onto teN) such that 

L1 = L7r for every line L E C. Now we want to embed M and N into T·, 

where T = t(M) ~ teN), such that AutM = AutN as automorphisms of T·. 

We extend 1 to the isomorphism r of t(M)· onto t(N)- and obtain Lr = Lrr. 

Let P = Nr- 1 = {x E t(M)-lxr EN}, then AutP = r(AutN)r- 1 and 

t(N)r-1 = t(P) = t(M). We define an isomorphism 8 of AutN onto AutP by 

a'8 = ra'r- 1 for all a' E AutN, and an isomorphism W of AutM onto AutP 

by'l! = <p8. Since <P and 8 are isotone isomorphisms, therefore W = <I>8 is isot.one 

too. 

Lemma 3.15. Let L be a line ofM and StabL ~ AutM. Then (StabL)1J! = 

StabL 

Proof. (StabL)W = (StabL)<p8 = (StabL<P)8 = r(StabL<I»r- l
. There

fore, L(StabL)w = Lr(StabL<P)r-1 = (Lr)(StabL<I»r- l
. Since StabUP = 

Stab(L1I') = Stab(Lr) by Theorem 3.13, (Lr)StabL<I> = Lr. Therefore 

L(StabL)'l! = (Lr)Je-l = L, hence we have (StabL)w = StabL. 

, 
Theorem 3.16. Let M and N be reduced modules of torsion-free ranks 

< 00 over 'E.p , with p i- 2, t(M) totally projective and such that M/t(M) and 

N/t(N) are divisible. If <P is an isomorphism of AutM onto AutN, then there exists 

a singular automorphism r : AutM ~ AutM and an isomorphism 1 : M ~ N 

such that <I> = r 0 AI' 
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We show that the Theorem is true for the isotone case only because in the 

next section we prove that the anti tone case cannot happen. 

Proof. Continuing the discussion above, since W is isotone and (StabL)if! = 

StabL [Lemma 3.15] for every line L E £, by Lemma 3. 7( e) we have Lo: = 

L(o:'11) V L E £,0: E AutM. Therefore L(o:wIT)(o:-IIT) = LV L. By Lemma 

3.8 applied to AutT, we obtain (aW)ITa- 1 IT = r (p-adic unit). Extending from 

T, it follows that (aW)- = ra-, hence M(a'11t = M(ra-) = M. But a'11 E AutP, 

therefore AutP = AutM. By Theorem 0, we have M = P, hence the isomorphism 

f of t(M) onto teN) extends to an isomorphism of M onto N. Applying Lemma 

3.14 we conclude that W is a singular automorphism of AutM, so there exists 

7J E H om(AutM, zAutM) such that aW = (a7J)a for all a E AutM. Therefore 

<P = '118- 1 where 8 is induced by f. Set r = '11 and AI = 8-1 and the theorem 

is proved. 

ANTITONE CASE 

Definition. A torsion group G is called torsion-compact if it is torsion

complete and all its VIm invariants are finite. The adjoint group G* of G is defined 

to be the torsion subgroup of the group H om( G, /Z(pOO)). 

Lemma 3.17. Let P be a reduced module with torsion T such that PIT 

is divisible. Then P* = T*. 

Proof. The exact sequence 0 ~ T ~ P ~ P/T ~ 0 and Hom(T,/Z(pOO)) 

give the exact sequence 

o ~ H om(P/T, /Z(pOO)) ~ H om(P, /Z(pOO)) ~ H om(T, /Z(pOO)) -t 

Ext(P/T, /Z(pOO)) = 0 
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But PIT is torsion-free and divisible, hence so is H om( P IT, ~(poo)). It 

follows that P" = T*. 

Lemma 3.18 [Fj Lemma 2.2]. The following properties of the reduced 

abelian p-group A are equivalent: 

(a) A ~ A" 

(b) A ~ A .... 

( c) A is torsion compact. 

Let a E AutG, then the adjoint of a is the automorphism a" of G* satisfying 

eO''' = ae for all e E G". If a and 13 are in AutG, then e( 0'(3)" = (af3)e = 0'(130 = 

(f3e)a" = ef3"a" and also (a + (3)" = a" + 13". Therefore the mapping 0' ~ 0'* is 

an anti-isomorphism of AutG into G". It is easy to see that if X is a. hyperpla.ne 

[ resp. line] in G, then its annihilator X.1 = {e E C"IX e = O} is a line [resp. 

hyperplane] in G*. 

Let M = (a) ffi Hand o(a) = pk. Then the isomorphism <I> of AutM ont.o 

AutN induces a decomposition (a') ffiH' of N, where (a') = Hrr, H' = (a)rr and 

o(a') = pk. Let ~(poo) = (Zl,Z2"",Zn,"') with o(zd = p and PZi+1 = Zi for 

i ~ 1. Choose 13k E N" such that a' 13k = Zk and H'f3k = O. Then (13k) is a direct. 

summand of N* of order pk. We let N* = (a") ffi H" where (a") = (13k) = (H')l.. 

and H" = (a').1 be the decomposition of N* induced by M = (a) ffi Hand t.he 

isomorphism <I> of AutM onto AutN. 

Theorem 3.19 Let M and N be reduced modules over 'E,11 with M/t(M) 

and N/t(N) divisible and p f 2. If <I> : AutM ~ AutN is an antitonc isomorphism, 

then t(M) and teN) are isomorphic torsion-compact groups. 
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Proof. Let M = (a) EI1 H, N = (a') EI1 H' and N* = (a") EI1 H" be the 

decompositions as already discussed. For a fixed x E H[Pk], there exist.s a unique 

automorphism Tz E StabH such that a(Tz - 1) = x. Define 'l1k : H[Pkj ~ H"[pkj 

via x ~ a"((Tz«p)* -1). It is clear that a"((Tz«p)* - 1) annihilates the line (a') of 

N, therefore it is in the hyperplane H" of N*. 

\Ilk is a homomorphism. Let x, y E H[Pkj, then (x + y)'l1 k = a"(( Tz+y«P)* -

1). But Tz+y = TzTy, so (x + y)'l1k = a"((Tz«PTy«P)* - 1) = a"((Ty«PTz«p)* - 1) = 

a"((Tz«p)*(Ty«P)* - 1) because Tz«P,Ty«P E Stab(a') which is an abelian group. 

From the actions on al and an arbitrary h' in H,[pkj, it is easy to show that 

a"((Tz«p)*(Ty«P)* -1) = a"((Tz«p)* -1) + a"((Ty«p)* - 1). 

\Ilk is 1-1. Let x E H[kj such that x'l1k = O. Then a"(Tz«p)* = a". But 

(Tx«P)* E StabH", so (Tz«P)* is identity map and hence Tz«P and Tx are identity 

too. Therefore aTz = a + x = a,:::} x = O. 

'l1 k is onto. Let h" E H"[pk], thus N h" ~ (Zk). Define an isomorphism 

fl. : (Zk) ~ (a') via Zk ~ a l
• Since a'h" = 0, 1 + h"fl. E Stab(a/), hence (1 + 

h" fl.)«p- 1 E StabH. Therefore there exists h E H such that (1 + h" fl.)ip-l = TI" 

so a"((Th«p)* - 1) = a"((l + h"fl.)"' - 1) = a"(h"fl.)*. But Zkfl.a" = Zk, therefore 

from a'(a"(h"fl.)*) = a'(h"fl.)a" = a'h" = 0 and h'(al!(h"p.)*) = h'(h"f.t)a" = 

(h'h")fl.a" = h'h" for all h' E H'[pkj. It follows that a'/((Thip)* - 1) = h". Hence 

'l1 k is onto. 

From the above we see that 'l1 k is an isomorphism. Let r.pk : M[Z}j ~ N*[pk] 

be a map which is equal to 'l1 k on H[Pk] and ar.pk = a". Then r.pk is an isomorphism 

which can be adjusted by unit multiples as in [Ll; Thm. 2.6]. Since N* = t(N)* 

by Lemma 3.17, there exists an isomorphism f of t(M) ~ t(N)* given by f = r.pk 

on M[Pk] for each k E ~+ [L1; Thm. 2.6]. So, t(M) ~ t(N)" and by similar 
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reasons on <}-l, we see that teN) ~ t(M)*, hence t(M) ~ t(M)**. Applying 

Lemma 3,18, it follows that t(M) is torsion-compact and t(M) ~ t(M)* ~ teN). 

This completes the proof, 

Recall that we are assuming in Theorem 3,16 that t(M) is a reduced to

tally projective torsion group with lines of arbitrary high order. However, by 

torsion-compactness, it must be separable and thus a direct sum of cyclic groups. 

This contradicts torsion-completeness. Therefore the antitone case cannot arise in 

Theorem 3.16. As an application to endomorphism rings, we obtain the following: 

Corollary. Let M and N be modules of torsion-free ranks < 00 over 'E,I" 

with P =1= 2, M reduced, t(M) totally projective and such that M/t(M) is divisible. 

If EndM ~ EndN, then M and N are isomorphic. 

Proof. By [Mj Lemma 2], it is clear that N is reduced and N/t(N) is divisible. 

Since AutM is the group of units in EndM, therefore AutM ~ AutN. Applying 

Theorem 3.16, we conclude that M ~ N. 
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